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Abstract

We consider a special kind of non-deterministic Turing machines. Cluster machines are
distinguished by a neighbourhood relationship between accepting paths.Based on a for-
malization using equivalence relations some subtle properties of these machines are proven.
Moreover, by abstraction we gain the machine-independend concept of cluster sets which is
the starting point to establish cluster operators. Cluster operators map complexity classes of
sets into complexity classes of functions where for the domain classes only cluster sets are
allowed. For the counting operator c#� and the optimization operators cmax� and cmin� the
structural relationships between images resulting from these operators on the polynomial-time
hierarchy are investigated. Furthermore, we compare cluster operators withthe corresponding
common operators #�, max� and min� [Tod90b, HW97].

1 Introduction

Clarifying relationships between determinism and non-determinism is one of the most important
subjects in complexity theory. Except for a small number of cases (see e.g. [Sav70, PPST83]) such
problems are still unsolved, in particular in the polynomial-time case. In order to throw light upon
that problem it is meaningful to analyze intermediate concepts like unambiguity or fewness. On
the side of classes of sets these concepts have lead to various complexity classes located between
P and NP such as UP [Val76], FewP [All86, AR88] or R [Gil77] (VPP in Gill’s notion).

However, the same questions about function classes kept widely unnoticed, function classes
between FP and #P [Val79a, Val79b] were not often considered(as an exception: [HV95]). Trying
to close the gap a suitable machine concept will be developed. Under polynomial time-restrictions
generally being assumed this concept should have some properties, e.g. the class of languages
decidable via such machines should be located between P and NP, and counting or other operations
should be possible within the model. In that sense we should have a concept easier than non-
determinism and harder than determinism.�Most of this work was done as a master’s thesis at Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena [Kos96].
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We start with an observation: Running a non-deterministic computation on an input it may
be that all accepting paths are neighbours. Say that in such special case the principle of neigh-
bouring accepting paths holds. Making a definition from thisprinciple in sense of that for a
non-deterministic machine and for every input the neighbourhood relationship must be satisfied
we obtain the concept of a cluster machine. A cluster is just the set of all accepting paths.

Note that we use the empty set as a cluster. Why do we remark this? Supposed the empty
set is not a cluster, then there exist no clusters on computation trees having no accepting paths.
On the other hand, if empty clusters are admitted then we havelost uniqueness of clusters. In
order to avoid limits to the existence of clusters we will accept such fuzzieness. Note also that
typically for semantic machine concepts cluster machines are probably non-enumerable as pointed
out by Hartmanis and Hemachandra for UP-machines [HH88]. Finally note that defining cluster
machines makes only sense on balanced trees caused by using an order on computation trees.
Supposing balanced trees can be essential as investigated in [HVW96].

Where does clustering locate between determinism and non-determinism? Obviously, every
machine witnessing a language in UP suffices for the principle of neighbouring accepting paths.
Hence, clustering is at least as hard as unambiguity. Regarding to the acceptance power both
concepts even coincide. In typical case this can be seen witha simple thought. If a cluster machine
runs along a rejecting path, then a slightly modified machineshall continue with the next path in
a quasi-lexikographical order, and accepts if this neighbour-path is accepting. Since we have a
cluster machine our new machine has exactly one accepting path if and only if actually accepting
paths for the original exist. Consequently, the language decided in this way belongs to UP. To
prove these or similar facts exactly we use equivalence relations to formalize our concept.

We want to go one step further. A formalization of clusteringby equivalence classes makes it
possible to embed investigations about the functional power of cluster machines in a more abstract
context. If we neglect that clustering is a concept on computations of machines we can generally
introduce cluster sets. Cluster sets are sets of pairshx; yi such that for every fixedx the set of all
related second components only contain such polynomially boundedy that are neighbours with
respect to quasi-lexicographical order. Clearly, clustersets in P represent exactly computation
trees of cluster machines. But how does clustering work on sets from NP or coNP? This question
will be tackled by applying some functional operators to cluster sets.

Since introduced in [Tod90b, Wra77] operators became a great subject in complexity theory.
Although first mostly restricted to classes of sets Toda had already defined the functional operator
#� on complexity classes of sets (num� in Toda’s notion [Tod90b]) as a generalization of Valiant’s
class of counting functions #P [Val79a, Val79b] — such that #� P = #P. Subsequently other
function classes such as OptP [Kre88, Kre92, GKR95], SpanP [Köb89, KST89], MidP [Tod90a]
or GapP [FFK94] were generalized by operators in several manners (see e.g. [VW93, Vol94,
HV95, VW95, HW97]).

We will focus our attention to the operators #�;max� and min� [Tod90b, HW97] considered
under restriction of cluster sets. Such operators, called cluster operators, will be denoted by adding
the prefix letterc to the operators. Note that Vollmer [Vol94, VW95] defined an operator F�
using maximization on (implicitely considered) cluster sets fixed on smallest words of a certain
polynomial length (representing the zero path). For that operator F� P= FP holds.
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Using similar characterization as for #P we have an inclusion structure FP� c#�P� # �P. As
we will see, further function classes, namely cmax�P and cmin�P, are located between FP and #�P.
Moreover we get some very interesting results inside the structural relations of cluster operators in
application to the polynomial-time hierarchy [MS72, Sto77] and in relation to common operators,
e.g. only having the concept of cluster sets, for classes max�NP and min�NP we get better upper
bounds cmin� coNP and cmax� coNP respectively than pointed out in [HW97].

2 Preliminaries

We assume familiarity with general notions of complexity theory [BDG90, BDG95, Pap94].
Throughout this paper, we use the finite alphabet� = f0; 1g. Our computational model is the
non-deterministic standard Turing machine [BDG95, Pap94]. Sometimes machines with the ad-
ditional facility to make outputs are considered. We describe a computation of a machineM on
input x 2 �� by a computation treeM(x). To define what is a cluster machine we suppose strict
non-determinism, i.e. deterministic computation steps are not allowed. Furthermore, in the case
of polynomial time-resources a computation on an inputx 2 �� runs exactlyp(jxj) steps wherep is the polynomial. Thus, we suppose complete binary computation trees. On computation treesM(x) we defineaccM(x) as the set of all accepting paths ofM(x), andout+M(x) as the set of all
outputs along accepting paths ofM(x) whereas let all outputs along rejecting paths ofM(x) be
contained inout-M(x).

Next review the definitions of some common operators we are interested in.

Definition 2.1. [Tod90b, HW97]. LetC be an arbitrary complexity class.

1. # � C is the class defined in the following way: A functionf is in # � C if there exist a setA 2 C and a polynomialp such thatf(x) = #fyjjyj = p(jxj)^hx; yi 2 Ag for everyx 2 ��.

2. max� C is the class defined in the following way: A functionf is in max� C if there exist a
setA 2 C and a polynomialp such thatf(x) = maxfyjjyj = p(jxj) ^ hx; yi 2 Ag for everyx 2 ��. If fyjjyj = p(jxj)^ hx; yi 2 Ag = ? then we definef(x) = 0.

3. min � C is the class defined in the following way: A functionf is in min � C if there exist a
setA 2 C and a polynomialp such thatf(x) = minfyjjyj = p(jxj) ^ hx; yi 2 Ag for everyx 2 ��. If fyjjyj = p(jxj)^ hx; yi 2 Ag = ? then we definef(x) = 0.

Note that these operators yield classes of total functions (where we set the function value for
minimization to0 on empty set instead2p(jxj) as used in [HW97]). In contrary to this, e.g. so
called multivalued functions or several special cases of this function type (see e.g. [BLS84, Sel94,
FGH+96]) are generally partial functions.

To the purpose of comparison with later results recall some structural relations between the
common operators defined above. The following results completely cover valid inclusions on the
lowest stage of the polynomial-time hierarchy.
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Proposition 2.2. [HW97].

1. FP� max� P� max� NP� F�P
2:

2. max� P� max� coNP� max� �P
2:

3. max� NP� min � coNP.

4. FP� min � P� min � NP� F�P
2:

5. min � P� min � coNP� min � �P
2:

6. min � NP� max� coNP.

Proposition 2.3. [Köb89, KST89].

1. max� NP� # � NP.

2. # � coNP= # � �P
2.

3 Clusters and Equivalence Relations

According to the principle of neighbouring accepting pathswe take into a cluster such paths of
computation trees yielding an integer interval when interpreted as natural numbers. We formalize
this by introducing an equivalence relation.

Definition 3.1. Let M be a non-deterministic Turing machine and lety; z be two paths of the
computation tree onM(x) for an inputx 2 ��.

1. The pathsy andz have the relation�M(x) if and only if (1) jy - zj = 1 (i.e. y andz
are neighbouring paths) and (2)M(x) alongy is accepting if and only ifM(x) alongz is
accepting.

2. Fork 2 N andk > 0 the pathsy andz have the relation�kM(x) if and only if there existk-1
different pathsy1; : : : ; yk-1 2M(x) such thaty �M(x) y1; y1 �M(x) y2; : : : ; yk-1 �M(x)z. Fork = 0, we definey �0M(x) z, y = z.

3. The pathsy andz have the relation��M(x) if and only if there exists ak 2 N such thaty �kM(x) z.
Generated by the relation�M(x) the relation��M(x) is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive

and, consequently, an equivalence relation. With respect to this equivalence relation the paths
of a computation treeM(x) are disjointly divisible in equivalence classes. Then a cluster is an
equivalence class whose representatives are accepting paths of M(x). Recall that empty sets
are also clusters. We gain the concept of a cluster machine byrequiring for a non-deterministic
machine that for everyx 2 �� all accepting paths are always contained in an equivalence class.
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Definition 3.2. A non-deterministic Turing machineM is a cluster machineif and only if for
everyx 2 �� there is a pathy 2M(x) such thatfzjz ��M(x) y^ y 2 accM(x)g = accM(x).

In order to prove some properties of cluster machines we needthe concept ofk-fold (weaklyk-fold, resp.) computations of a function.

Definition 3.3. Let f : �� �! N.

1. A non-deterministic Turing machineM computes the functionf k-fold if and only ifout+M(x) = ff(x)g and #accM(x) = k for everyx 2 ��.

2. A non-deterministic Turing machineM computes the functionf weaklyk-fold if and only
if f(x) > 0 ) out+M(x) = ff(x)g ^ #accM(x) = k andf(x) = 0 ) out+M(x) = ? for
everyx 2 ��.

The following results show the relationship between cluster machines and (weakly) onefold
computable functions.

Theorem 3.4. Let f : �� �! N.

1. If a non-deterministic polynomial-time Turing machineM computes the functionf onefold
then there is a polynomial-time cluster machineN such that#accN(x) = f(x) for all x 2��.

2. For every polynomial-time cluster machineN fulfilling #accN(x) > 0 for everyx 2 ��
there is a non-deterministic polynomial-time Turing machineM that computes the function
#accN onefold.

3. There is a non-deterministic polynomial-time Turing machineM that computes the functionf weakly onefold if and only if there exists a polynomial-timecluster machineN fulfilling
#accN(x) = f(x) for everyx 2 ��.

Proof. (1) is easy to verify and thus omitted.
(2) Let N be a polynomial-time cluster machine such that, without loss of generality, the

lexicographically smallest computation paths ofN as well as the largest are always rejecting, andN is time-bounded by the polynomialp. DefineK to be the machine that, on inputx 2 �� (a)
guesses a pathy 2 �=p(jxj), (b) simulatesN(x) alongy, (c) simulatesN(x) alongz = y+1, where
in the case thaty = 1p(jxj) continues withz = 0p(jxj), (d) outputsy and accepts if and only if eithery is accepting orz is accepting. SinceN runs in polynomial time,K also does. By assumption
then we have #accK(x) = 2 andout+K(x) = fz1; z2g with jz1- z2j = #accN(x) for everyx 2 ��.
DefineM to be the machine that, on inputx 2 ��, (a) guesses pathsw1; w2 2 K(x), (b) simulatesK(x) alongw1 and alongw2 one after the other, (c) accepts if and only ifw1 andw2 are accepting
andz1 < z2, wherez1 andz2 are outputs ofK(x) alongw1 and alongw2 resp., and outputsjz1 - z2j. Clearly,M runs in polynomial time, and #accM(x) = 1 andout+M(x) = f#accN(x)g
for everyx 2 ��. Hence,M computes #accN onefold.

(3) is similar to (1) and (2). ❑
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Corollary 3.5. For an arbitrary setA 2 NP there is a polynomial-time cluster machine acceptingA in the sense ofNP if and only ifNP= UP.

This corollary illustrates the coincidence of unambiguityand clustering in sense of NP-
acceptance. Cluster machines only accept sets from UP.

4 Cluster Operators and a cluster functions hierarchy

We want to lift our basic definitions from the machine level tosets. Here, a formalization is also
based on the definition of the generator relation�x, of the generated equivalence relation��x and
on understanding equivalence classes as clusters.

Definition 4.1. LetA � ��, and letAx = fyjhx; yi 2 Ag.
1. Two wordsy; z 2 �� have the relation�x if and only if jy - zj = 1 andhx; yi 2 A ,hx; zi 2 A.

2. The relation��x is defined as the equivalence relation generated by�x.
3. A setA is a cluster setif and only if for everyx 2 �� there exists ay 2 �� such thatAx = fzjz ��x y^ hx; yi 2 Ag.
Now we can define some cluster operators we will use.

Definition 4.2. Let C be an arbitrary complexity class.

1. c#� C is the class defined in the following way: A functionf is in c#� C if and only if there
exist a cluster setA 2 C and a polynomialp such thatf(x) = #fyjjyj = p(jxj)^ hx; yi 2 Ag
for everyx 2 ��.

2. cmax� C is the class defined in the following way: A functionf is in cmax� C if and
only if there exist a cluster setA 2 C and a polynomialp such thatf(x) = maxfyjjyj =p(jxj) ^ hx; yi 2 Ag for everyx 2 ��. If fyjjyj = p(jxj)^ hx; yi 2 Ag = ? then we definef(x) = 0.

3. cmin�C is the class defined in the following way: A functionf is in cmin�C if and only if there
exist a cluster setA 2 C and a polynomialp such thatf(x) = minfyjjyj = p(jxj)^ hx; yi 2Ag for everyx 2 ��. If fyjjyj = p(jxj)^ hx; yi 2 Ag = ? then we definef(x) = 0.

Clearly, cluster operators are monotonical, and images area part of the images of the corre-
sponding common operators.

Similar to the characterization #� P = #P mentioned above we have a result for the operator
c#� that is easy to show.

Proposition 4.3. c# � P= f#accM jM is a polynomial time cluster machineg.
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The study of structural relationships between function classes produced by the cluster oper-
ators in application to certain complexity classes only reflects the behaviour of operators on the
lowest level of the polynomial-time hierarchy. Statementsabout higher levels are easy to derive
from the monotonicity of the operators and using relativizations.

From Definition 4.2 and Theorem 3.4 we immediately obtain thefollowing proposition.

Proposition 4.4. FP� (c# � P\ cmax� P\ cmin � P).
Theorem 4.5 shows remarkable differences in the behaviour of c# � P; cmax� P and cmin� P

related to analogous classes under application of common operators.

Theorem 4.5. 1. cmax� P= cmin � P.

2. cmax� P� c# � P.

Proof. (1) Let f 2 cmax� P by a cluster setA 2 P and a polynomialp. DefineB = fhx; yijjyj =p(jxj)^ (y = 1p(jxj) ! hx; yi 2 A)^ (y < 1p(jxj) ! (hx; yi 2 A^ hx; y + 1i =2 A))g. Clearly,B 2 P and for everyx 2 �� there is at most oney with hx; yi 2 B. Hence,B is a cluster set andf(x) = minfyjjyj = p(jxj)^ hx; yi 2 Bg. Analogously, the converse can be proven.

(2) is a simple consequence of the first proof. ❑

Remark 4.6. In Theorem 4.5 the classP can be replaced by every complexity class closed under
complementation, intersection and�Pm-reductions such as byPP, XP [OH93, FFK94]or �P.

Using Theorem 3.4 one can conclude a simple statement about the position c#�P with respect
to cmax� NP and cmin� NP. The inclusion c#� P � c# � NP is a direct consequence of the
monotonicity of c#�.
Proposition 4.7. c# � P� (c# � NP\ cmax� NP\ cmin � NP).

The next theorem summarizes the relative positions of the classes c#� NP; cmax � NP and
cmin � NP inside the cluster functions hierarchy. Same results also hold for common function
classes. The only deviation is the identity of cmax� NP and c#� NP not known there.

Theorem 4.8. 1. cmax� NP= c# � NP.

2. (cmax� NP[ cmin � NP) � F�P
2.

3. cmax� NP� cmin � coNP.

4. cmin � NP� cmax� coNP.

5. cmin � NP� c# � coNP.
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Proof. (1) Let f 2 cmax � NP by a cluster setA 2 NP and by a polynomialp. DefineB =fhx; yijjyj = p(jxj) ^ (9z; jzj = p(jxj))(z > y ^ hx; zi 2 A)g. Obviously,B 2 NP andB =fhx; yijjyj = p(jxj)^y < f(x)g. Thus,B is a cluster set andf(x) = #fyjjyj = p(jxj)^ hx; yi 2 Bg.
Hence,f 2 c# � NP. Conversely, letf 2 c# � NP by a cluster setA 2 NP and by a polynomialp.
Consider a setB defined asB = fhx; yijjyj = p(jxj) ^ (9z1; z2; jz1j = jz2j = p(jxj))(hx; z1i 2A ^ hx; z2i 2 A ^ y = jz1 - z2j + 1)g. SinceA 2 NP, we haveB 2 NP and, furthermore,B = fhx; yijjyj = p(jxj) ^ y � f(x)g. Thus,B is a cluster set andf(x) = maxfyjjyj = p(jxj) ^hx; yi 2 Bg. Hence,f 2 cmax� NP.

(2) Let f 2 cmax� NP by a cluster setA 2 NP and by a polynomialp. If we define a setB 2 NP asB = fhx; yijjyj = p(jxj) ^ (9z; jzj = p(jxj))(y � z ^ hx; zi 2 A)g, then, for everyx 2 ��, the valuef(x) can be computed deterministically in polynomial time by binary search
using queries toB. Hence,f 2 F�P

2. Analogously, one can show the inclusion for cmin� NP.
(3) Letf 2 cmax�NP by a cluster setA 2 NP and by a polynomialp. DefineB = fhx; yijjyj =p(jxj) ^ (8z; jzj = p(jxj))(hx; zi 2 A ! z � y)g. Surely,B is a cluster set in coNP withf(x) = minfyjjyj = p(jxj)^ hx; yi 2 Bg for everyx 2 ��. Hence,f 2 cmin � coNP.
(4) Similar to (3) we can verify this statement using a setB defined asB = fhx; yijjyj =p(jxj)^ (8z; jzj = p(jxj))(hx; zi 2 A! y � z)g.
(5) Letf 2 cmin�NP by a cluster setA 2 NP and by a polynomialp. DefineB = fhx; yijjyj =p(jxj) ^ (8z; jzj = p(jxj))(hx; zi 2 A ! y < z)g. Clearly,B 2 coNP andB = fhx; yijjyj =p(jxj)^ y < f(x)g. Obviously,f(x) = #fyjjyj = p(jxj)^ hx; yi 2 Bg. Hence,f 2 c# � coNP. ❑

From the monotonicity of the operators we obtain the inclusions c#� coNP� c# � �P
2; cmax�

coNP� cmax��P
2 and cmin�coNP� cmin��P

2. Thus next stage of the cluster function hierarchy
is reached. An analogous result to #� coNP= # � �P

2 is not known for c#�.
Now we turn towards the question whether we get finer results when more subtle proof tech-

niques are used. We show characterizations that give evidence for non-existence of such results
by finding unlike identities of complexity classes. Theorem4.9 contains inclusions equivalent to
UP= P.

Theorem 4.9. The following statements are equivalent.

1. UP= P.

2. c# � P= FP.

3. cmax� P= FP.

4. c# � P= cmax� P.

Proof. (1) ) (2): Let f 2 c# � P. By Proposition 4.3 and Theorem 3.4 there exists a non-
deterministic polynomial-time Turing machineM computingf weakly onefold. Therefore, con-
sider a setA 2 UP defined asA = fhx; yijjyj = p(jxj) ^ (y = 2p(jxj) ! f(x) = y) ^ (y <2p(jxj) ! f(x) > y)g. By assumption,A 2 P. UsingA, for everyx 2 ��, the valuef(x) can be
determined deterministically in polynomial time by binarysearch. Hence,f 2 FP.
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(2)) (3) and(2)) (4) are due to FP� cmax� P� c# � P.(3) ) (1): LetA 2 UP, and letM be a machine that acceptsA in the sense of UP. Without
loss of generality assume that only a pathy > 0 might be accepting. Define a functionf asf(y) = maxaccM(y) for everyy 2 ��. Clearly,f 2 cmax� P and, by assumption,f 2 FP. LetN be a machine that computesf in deterministic polynomial time. ModifyN such that, for everyx 2 ��,N(x) is accepting if and only iff(x) > 0. Hence,A 2 P.(4) ) (1): Let A 2 UP, and letM be a machine that acceptsA in the sense of UP. Define
a functionf asf(x) = #accM(x) for everyx 2 ��. Clearly,f 2 c# � P andx 2 A , f(x) = 1
andx =2 A, f(x) = 0. By assumption,f 2 cmax� P. Then, there exist a cluster setB 2 P and a
polynomialp such thatf(x) = maxfyjjyj = p(jxj)^ hx; yi 2 Bg for everyx 2 ��. DefineN to be
a deterministic polynomial-time Turing machine that checks hx; 0p(jxj)-11i 2 B, on a given inputx 2 ��. Consequently,x 2 A if and only if x is accepted byN. Hence,A 2 P. ❑

In order to prove Theorem 4.11 we need a characterization of c# � P.

Lemma 4.10. c# � P= cmax� UP\ cmin � UP.

Proof. c#�P� (cmax�UP\ cmin�UP) follows directly from Theorem 3.4. Letf 2 cmax�UP\
cmin � UP. Then, there exist cluster setsC 2 UP andD 2 UP and, without loss of generality, a
polynomialp such that, for everyx 2 ��, f(x) = maxfyjjyj = p(jxj)^ hx; yi 2 Cg = minfyjjyj =p(jxj) ^ hx; yi 2 Dg. SinceC \D 2 UP, the functionf is weakly onefold computable. Hence,f 2 c# � P. ❑

Theorem 4.11. The following statements are equivalent.

1. PH= UP.

2. F�P
2 = c# � P.

3. cmax� NP= c# � P.

4. cmin � NP= c# � P.

Proof. (1)) (2) can be seen as follows: c#� P� F�P
2 � cmax� �P

2 � (cmax�UP\ cmin �UP).
By Lemma 4.10 the latter class coincides with c#� P.(2)) (3) and(2)) (4) are due to c#� P� (cmax� NP[ cmin � NP) � F�P

2.(3) ) (1): It is sufficient to show coNP� UP. LetA 2 coNP, and letM be a machine
acceptingA in the sense of NP. DefineN to be the machine that, on inputx 2 ��, (a) guesses a
pathy 2 M(x), (b) simulatesM(x) alongy, (c) outputs1, if y is rejecting, or outputs2, if y is
accepting, and always accepts. Setf(x) = maxout+N(x) for everyx 2 ��. Then,f 2 cmax� NP
andx 2 A ) f(x) = 1 andx =2 A ) f(x) = 2. By assumption and by Theorem 3.4 there is
a non-deterministic polynomial-time Turing machineK that computesf onefold. ModifyK such
that the only accepting output path is rejecting iff(x) = 2 or is accepting iff(x) = 1. Thus,K
acceptsA in the sense of UP.(4) ) (1) can be proven analogously to(3) ) (1). Here, we only have to swap the outputs
in the definition of the machineM and to define the functionf asf(x) = minout+N(x) for everyx 2 ��. ❑
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Corollary 4.12. If c# � P= c# � NP then# � P= # � NP.

Proof. Consequence of #� P= # � NP, NP= UP [KST89] and cmax� NP= c# � NP. ❑

Our next theorem lists collapses equivalent to NP= coNP.

Theorem 4.13. The following statements are equivalent.

1. NP= coNP.

2. cmax�NP= cmin�NP= cmax� coNP= cmin � coNP= c# � coNP= F�P
2 = cmax��P

2 =
c# � �P

2.

3. cmax� �P
2 = cmax� coNP.

4. cmin � �P
2 = cmin � coNP.

5. F�P
2 = cmax� NP.

6. F�P
2 = cmin � NP.

7. F�P
2 � cmax� coNP.

8. F�P
2 � cmin � coNP.

9. c# � coNP� cmax� NP.

10. c# � coNP= cmin � NP.

11. c# � coNP� cmax� coNP.

12. c# � coNP� cmin � coNP.

13. cmax� coNP� cmax� NP.

14. cmax� coNP� cmin � coNP.

15. cmin � coNP= cmax� NP.

16. cmin � coNP� cmin � NP.

17. cmin � coNP� cmax� coNP.

18. cmax� NP� cmin � NP.

19. cmax� NP� cmax� coNP.

20. cmin � NP� cmax� NP.

21. cmin � NP� cmin � coNP.
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Proof. (1)) (2): Obviously, from NP= coNP follows cmax� NP= cmax� coNP; cmin � NP=
cmin�coNP and cmax�NP= c#�NP= c#�coNP. Moreover, cmax�NP� (cmin�coNP\F�P

2) �(cmin � coNP[ F�P
2) � cmax� �P

2 � c# � �P
2. Finally, since NP= coNP implies�P

2 = NP, we
have c#� �P

2 = c# � NP= cmax� NP.
Clearly, from (2) we conclude all statements from (3) to (21).(3)) (19) is due to cmax� NP� cmax� �P

2.(4)) (21) is due to cmin� NP� cmin � �P
2.(5)) (21) is due to cmin� NP� F�P

2 and cmax� NP� cmin � coNP.(6)) (19) and(7)) (19) are due to cmax� NP� F�P
2.(8)) (21) are due to cmin� NP� F�P

2.(9)) (21) is due to cmin� NP� c# � coNP and cmax� NP� cmin � coNP.(10)) (11), (14)) (21) and(18)) (19) are due to cmin� NP� cmax� coNP.(12)) (21) and(13)) (21) are due to cmin� NP� c# � coNP.(16)) (19) is due to cmax� NP� cmin � coNP and cmin� NP� cmax� coNP.(17)) (19) and(20)) (21) are due to cmax� NP� cmin � coNP.(11) ) (1): Let A 2 NP, and letM be a machine that acceptsA in the sense of NP time-
bounded by polynomialp. Modify M such thatM outputs the path itself and accepts ifM runs
along a rejecting path, and outputs non-deterministicallyeach natural number less than the path
itself and accepts ifM runs along a accepting path. Definef(x) = #fyjjyj = p(jxj) ^ y =2out-M(x)g for everyx 2 ��. Clearly, f 2 c# � coNP and thusf 2 cmax� coNP by a cluster setB 2 coNP and a polynomialq. DefineK to be a machine that checkshx; 0q(jxj)-11i 2 B on a
given inputx 2 ��. Thus,x 2 A if and only if f(x) > 0 if and only if #accK(x) = 0. Hence,A 2 coNP.(15)) (1): LetA 2 coNP, and letM be a machine that acceptsA in the sense of NP. ModifyM such thatM outputs0 along rejecting paths and accepts, and, along accepting paths,M outputs
non-deterministically both0 and 1 and accepts always. Definef(x) = minfyjjyj = 1 ^ y =2out+M(x)g for everyx 2 ��. Obviously,f 2 cmin � coNP and, thus,f 2 cmax� NP by a cluster
setB 2 NP and by a polynomialq. DefineK to be a machine that checkshx; 0q(jxj)-11i 2 B, on a
given inputx 2 ��. Thus, ifx 2 A thenf(x) = 1 and #accK(x) > 0, and ifx =2 A thenf(x) = 0
and #accK(x) = 0. Hence,A 2 NP.(19) ) (1): LetA 2 NP, and letM be a machine that acceptsA in the sense of NP. ModifyM such thatM outputs1 along rejecting paths, and outputs2 along accepting paths, and accepts
always. Definef(x) = maxout+M(x) for everyx 2 ��. Trivially, f 2 cmax� NP and as supposedf 2 cmax� coNP by a cluster setB 2 coNP and by a polynomialq. DefineK to be a machine that,
on inputx 2 ��, checkshx; 0q(jxj)-210i 2 B. Thus, ifx 2 A thenf(x) = 2 and #accK(x) = 0,
and ifx =2 A thenf(x) = 1 and #accK(x) > 0. Hence,A 2 coNP.(21) ) (1): Let A 2 coNP, and letM be a machine that acceptsA in the sense of NP.
Modify M such thatM outputs2 along rejecting paths, outputs1 along accepting paths, and
accepts always. Definef(x) = minout+M(x) for everyx 2 ��. Surely,f 2 cmin � NP and, thus,f 2 cmin � coNP by a cluster setB 2 coNP and by a polynomialq. DefineK to be a machine
that checkshx; 0q(jxj)-11i 2 B, on a given inputx 2 ��. Thus, if x 2 A then f(x) = 2 and
#accK(x) > 0, and ifx =2 A thenf(x) = 1 and #accK(x) = 0. Hence,A 2 NP. ❑
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The following two theorems show that c#�coNP probably does not coincide with classes inside
c# � �P

2.

Theorem 4.14. 1. If c# � coNP� F�P
2 thenUPNP = �P

2.

2. If c# � coNP� cmax� �P
2 thenUPNP = �P

2.

Proof. We will use the monotonical operator technique as applied in[VW93, Vol94, HW97]. Say
that for an arbitrary function classF a setA 2 U � F if and only if there is a functionf 2 F such
that for everyx 2 �� holdsx 2 A , f(x) = 1 andx =2 A , f(x) = 0. Note that U� c# � C =
U � # � C for every complexity classC. Thus U� c# � coNP= U � # � coNP= U � # � �P

2 = UPNP.
On the other hand it is easy to see that U� F�P

2 = U � cmax� �P
2 = �P

2. Since U� is monotonical
the implications hold. ❑

Theorem 4.15. The following statements are equivalent:

1. c# � �P
2 = c# � coNP.

2. cmax� �P
2 � c# � coNP.

3. F�P
2 � c# � coNP.

Proof. (1)) (2) and(2)) (3) are due to F�P
2 � cmax� �P

2 � c# � �P
2.(3) ) (1): Let f 2 c# � �P

2. From relativized Theorem 3.4 we obtain a non-deterministic
polynomial-time oracle Turing machineM and an oracleA 2 NP such that #accM(A)(x) � 1
and if #accM(A)(x) = 1 thenf(x) = out+M(A)(x) for everyx 2 ��. Define a binary functiong asg(x; y) = out+M(A)(x) if y 2 accM(A)(x) andg(x; y) = 0 otherwise. Note that there
is a polynomialp such that #accM(A)(x) � 2p(jxj) for everyx 2 ��. Clearly, g 2 F�P

2, and
henceg 2 c# � coNP. Consequently, there exist a cluster setC 2 coNP and a polynomialr such
that g(x; y) = #fzjjzj = r(jxj) ^ jyj = p(jxj) ^ hx; y; zi 2 Cg for every x 2 ��. Note that
for at most oney holdsg(x; y) > 0 whenx is given. Denote suchy by y 0. Define a setC 0 asC 0 = fhx; yzijjyzj = r(jxj) + p(jxj) ^ hx; y; zi 2 Cg. Then,C 0 2 coNP, andC 0 is a cluster
set. Define a functiong 0 asg 0(x) = #fwjjwj = q(jxj) ^ hx;wi 2 C 0g for everyx 2 �� whereq(jxj) = r(jxj)+p(jxj). Then,g 0 2 c#�coNP and for everyx 2 �� holdsg 0(x) = g(x; y 0) = f(x)
if suchy 0 exists org 0(x) = f(x) = 0 otherwise. Hence,f 2 c# � coNP. ❑

5 Relations to Common Operators

We will compare cluster operators and their corresponding common operators. As already men-
tioned, images of cluster operators are included in the images of the corresponding common oper-
ators. Inverstigations are limited again to the lowest level of the polynomial-time hierarchy.

For our considerations we need two lemmata. These results are easy to conclude from well-
known facts, noted in [OH93, Sch89, TO92], by inductive argumentations.
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Lemma 5.1. The following statements are equivalent.

1. PP� �P
k .

2. PP�P
k-1 = �P

k .

3. CH = �P
k.

Lemma 5.2. The following statements are equivalent.

1. PP� UP�P
k .

2. PP�P
k = UP�P

k .

3. CH = UP�P
k .

Now we can note statements about the behaviour of the operator c#� in relation to #�.
Theorem 5.3. 1. c# � P= # � P if and only ifPP= UP.

2. c# � NP= # � NP if and only ifPP= NP.

3. If c# � coNP= # � coNPthenPP� UPNP.

Proof. (1) LetA 2 PP. Then, there exist functionsf 2 # � P andg 2 FP such thatx 2 A ,f(x) � g(x) for everyx 2 ��. Without loss of generality, supposef(x) > 0 for everyx 2 ��. By
assumption,f 2 c#�P and, by Proposition 4.3 and by Theorem 3.4 there exist a non-deterministic
polynomial-time Turing machineM that computesf onefold. ModifyM such thatM accepts
along the only accepting path iff(x) � g(x). M still runs in polynomial time. Thus,M acceptsA in the sense of UP. Conversely, we use the equivalence PP= UP , C=P = UP [OH93].
Let f 2 # � P. Define a setC asC = fhx; yijjyj = p(jxj) ^ f(x) = yg. Clearly,C 2 C=P and,
by assumption,C 2 UP. DefineN to be a machine that, on inputx 2 ��, (a) guesses a wordy 2 �� with jyj = p(jxj), (b) checkshx; yi 2 C, (c) outputsy and accepts if and only if checking
is successful. Obviously,N computesf onefold. From Proposition 4.3 and Theorem 3.4 we havef 2 c# � P.

(2) LetA 2 PPNP. Thus there exist functionsf 2 #�NP andg 2 FP such thatx 2 A, f(x) �g(x) for everyx 2 �� [Vol94, Wag86]. Without loss of generality assume thatf(x) > 0 for everyx 2 ��. By supposition,f 2 c# � NP and, by Theorem 4.8, consequentlyf 2 cmax� NP. Now,
there exist a cluster setB 2 NP accepted by a machineM in the sense of NP and a polynomialp
such thatf(x) = maxfyjjyj = p(jxj) ^ hx; yi 2 Bg for everyx 2 ��. DefineN to be a machine
that, on inputx 2 ��, (a) guesses a wordy 2 �� with jyj = p(jxj), (b) simulatesM on inputhx; yi, (c) computes deterministicallyg(x), and (d) accepts if and only ifM(hx; yi) is accepting
along the simulation path and it holds thaty � g(x). Thus, if x 2 A then f(x) � g(x) and,
consequently, #accN(x) > 0, and ifx =2 A thenf(x) < g(x) and, consequently, #accN(x) = 0.
Hence,A 2 NP. In order to prove the converse consider the following inclusions: c#� NP �
# �NP� # ��P

2 � c#�P#��P
2 = c#�PPPNP � c#�CH. From Lemma 5.1 we have c#�CH = c#�NP

and, hence, #� NP= c# � NP.
(3) From #� �P

2 = # � coNP and from supposition follows #� �P
2 = c# � �P

2. Due to the
relativizibility of the proof of (1) we conclude PPNP = UPNP. Lemma 5.2 gives PP� UPNP. ❑
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Before we explicitely compare optimization operators we point out an interesting result.

Lemma 5.4. cmax� P= max� P\min � P.

Proof. Obviously, by Theorem 4.5, cmax�P� (max�P\min�P). Let f 2 max�P\min�P. Then,
there exist setsA 2 P andB 2 P and, without loss of generality, one polynomialp such that, for
everyx 2 ��, f(x) = maxfyjjyj = p(jxj) ^ hx; yi 2 Ag = minfyjjyj = p(jxj) ^ hx; yi 2 Bg.
DefineC = fhx; yijjyj = p(jxj) ^ hx; yi 2 A ^ hx; yi 2 Bg. SinceA 2 P andB 2 P we haveC 2 P. Moreover, for everyx 2 ��, there is at most oney 2 �� with jyj = p(jxj) such thathx; yi 2 C. Thus,C is a cluster set in P andf(x) = maxfyjjyj = p(jxj) ^ hx; yi 2 Cg for everyx 2 ��. Hence,f 2 cmax� P. ❑

Remark 5.5. In Lemma 5.4 the classP can be replaced by every complexity class closed under
complementation, intersection and�Pm-reductions such as byPP, XP [OH93, FFK94]or �P.

The next theorem shows the relation between cmax� and max�.
Theorem 5.6. 1. cmax� P= max� P if and only ifNP= P.

2. cmax� NP= max� NP.

3. If cmax� coNP= max� coNPthen�P
2 = �P

2.

Proof. (1) LetA 2 coNP, and letM be a machine that acceptsA in the sense of coNP and that
has a polynomial runtimep. Define a setB asB = fhx; 1yijjyj = p(jxj) ^ y 2 accM(x)g [fhx; 0p(jxj)1ijx 2 ��g. Clearly,B 2 P. Define a functionf asf(x) = maxfzjjzj = p(jxj) + 1 ^hx; zi 2 Bg for everyx 2 ��. Obviously,f 2 max�P and, by assumption,f 2 cmax�P by a cluster
setC 2 P and a polynomialq. Consider a setD = fxjhx; 0q(jxj)-11i 2 C^ hx; 0q(jxj)-210i =2 Cg.
Surely,D 2 P andx 2 A if and only x 2 D. Hence,A 2 P. Conversely, letf 2 max � P by
a setA 2 P and by a polynomialp. DefineB = fhx; yijjyj = p(jxj) ^ (9z; jzj = p(jxj))(y �z ^ hx; zi 2 A)g. Obviously,B 2 NP and, by assumption,B 2 P. UsingB, for everyx 2 ��
the valuef(x) can be determined deterministically in polynomial time by binary search. Hence,f 2 cmax� P.

(2) Let f 2 max � NP by a setA 2 NP and by a polynomialp. Define a setC asC =fhx; yijjyj = p(jxj)^ (9y1; y2; jy1j = jy2j = p(jxj))(y1 � y � y2^ hx; y1i 2 A^ hx; y2i 2 A)g.
Clearly,C is a cluster set in NP. Furthermore, note thatf(x) = maxfyjjyj = p(jxj) ^ hx; yi 2 Cg
for everyx 2 ��. Hence,f 2 cmax� NP.

(3) From the monotonicity of cmax� and from Lemma 5.4 we get cmax� coNP� cmax��P
2 =

max� �P
2 \ min � �P

2. By assumption, max� coNP� min � �P
2 and by a result proven in [HW97]

this gives�P
2 = �P

2. ❑

When proving P= NP) max� P= cmax� P we have shown more than necessary. It is easy
to see that P= NP implies max�P= FP. Therefore, and from Lemma 5.4 we obtain immediately
the following result (see also [HW97]).
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Corollary 5.7. The following statements are equivalent.

1. cmax� P= max� P.

2. max� P= FP.

3. max� P� min � P.

With respect to minimization operators same results as Theorem 5.6 and Corollary 5.7 hold.

Theorem 5.8. 1. cmin � P= min � P if and only ifNP= P.

2. cmin � NP= min � NP.

3. If cmin � coNP= min � coNPthen�P
2 = �P

2.

Proof. Similar to Theorem 5.6. For statement (3) we use that min� coNP� max � �P
2 implies�P

2 = �P
2 [HW97]. ❑

Corollary 5.9. The following statements are equivalent.

1. cmin � P= min � P.

2. min � P= FP.

3. min � P� max� P.

Finally, we note an interesting fact easy to verify from the proof of Lemma 4.10.

Proposition 5.10. cmax� UP\ cmin � UP= max� UP\min � UP.

Remark 5.11. In Proposition 5.10 the classUPcan be replaced by every complexity class closed
under intersection.

6 Open Questions

Open problems particularly concern the completion of results in the cluster function hierarchy.
Especially the class c#�coNP seems to be very difficult to deal with. The main open problem should
be whether c#� coNP= c# ��P

2 is valid. The technique applied in [Köb89, KST89] when proving
the analogous result for common operators has no direct counterpart in terms of clusters because
this technique does not preserve a given cluster structure in computation trees. There are also a lot
of other inclusions not known to be true: (1) cmax�NP� c#�coNP, (2) cmax�coNP� cmin�NP,
(3) cmax� coNP� c# � coNP, (4) cmax� coNP� F�P

2, (5) cmin� coNP� c# � coNP, and (6)
cmin � coNP � F�P

2. The intuition is that these statements do not hold, i.e. we hope to find
structural consequences that make these statements improbable. Moreover, we are interested in
characterizations where we only have got implications as yet.
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Another interesting direction for research topics could bean exact investigation of cluster sets
in some complexity classes. Therefore, one could define the set operator cluster� selecting all
cluster sets from a given complexity class. Doubtless this may be successful in order to get finer
relations on the side of classes of sets. Then some upward collapses are provable. As an example,
if NP � cluster� NP then PP= NP. This follows from Theorem 5.3. But, how does cluster� NP
really look like?

Generally we can detach from the cluster idea and only consider equivalence relations in
computation trees. Under which conditions complexity classes (of sets as well as functions)
defined by an arbitrary equivalence relation coincide with classes obtained from the cluster
relation? Or, what are the connections to the leaf language approach [BCS92, Ver93]? In any case
this could also be one way in better understanding the world inside non-determinism.

Acknowledgments. I am very grateful to Gerd Wechsung for supervising my master’s
thesis, and Harald Hempel for some helpful hints.
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